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Name: Scarecrow Night Light 

Model: / 

LED QTY:  40pcs 

Size: 135*110*256mm 

Weight: plug380g ,accumulator:425g 

Certificate:CE,RoHS,FCC 

Specification 
Actual Power 0.3W Size 135*110*256mm 

Lumens / Output Current / 
Package dimension 110*110*297mm LED Quantity 5-15PCS

Lifespan 30,000 Hours Commercial Type / 
Light power source Dc5v CCT / 

Light power 0.3W(4*0.075W/LED) Carton size 575*460*615mm 
Battery capacity 1200mAh (only for the Material ABS engineering plastic 

Description： 
If you are looking for a night light for the baby’s room or for the bathroom, this cute Scarecrow LED Night Light is perfect. 
This light will brighten up any room with its cute details and the little yellow hat on the scarecrow. The base looks like grass 
with a little bunny and mushroom. At the same time, it has rechargeable batteries, you can just connect it to the desktop or 
laptop USB port and use it as well. The Scarecrow LED Night Light can be switched to ON or left in auto mode, if you want 
it to last a while between charging. It also comes with two USB ports which is quiet handy. The lamp is all LED, so is energy-
saving and environment friendly. The switch is touch control and quite sensitive. No child will don’t love this item. This 
would make an excellent baby shower, birthday, Christmas or just because gift. 

Benefits of Scarecrow LED Night Light: 
1. Soft lamplight for relaxing your life.
2.2 USB interface can be used for phone charging, when the lamp switching on the power, you can charge you phone by the
USB port of the lamp.
3. Flexible twist, Removable hat, Vibration sensor, timer lights, charging protection
4. Cute scarecrow design led lamp, great decoration for kids' bedroom
5. Switch to sleep mode, the lamp lights up with 70% brightness, automatically turns off after 10 minutes
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6. Turn the switch to auto mode, and gently touch can make the cute scarecrow light

7. Application: Children's Room, Hallway, Bedroom, Bathroom, Living Room, Outdoor, etc.

Application：Children's Room, Hallway, Bedroom, Bathroom, Living Room, Outdoor,

etc. 
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